Empowering and Motivating You to Succeed!

Sabirul Islam’s Profile
Travels from: London, UK

Sabirul Islam a UK Teen-Trepreneur, global motivational speaker and author
and founder of the bestselling book: “The World at Your Feet” and ‘TeenTrepreneur.”
With a vision to want to achieve success as a young entrepreneur, Sabirul
Islam, an ordinary East London teenager who grew up witnessing crime and
violence within his community, made the jump to setting up a web design
business at the age of 14. Having run the web design company for a period of 2
years and generating a healthy income whilst still in school, Sabirul felt it was
best to leave web designing as it became “very common.”
Sabirul quickly discovered the benefits of risk-taking at a young age and, with
a passion for networking and big organizational support. Sabirul took a step
forward to become a junior trader at the age of 16, having been given the
opportunity by Merrill Lynch to learn how to trade whilst in New York.
With a wealth of knowledge and experience as a young entrepreneur and
investor, Sabirul had the vision and desire to inspire young people across the
nation which led him to write his first book called “The World at Your Feet”
aged just 17. The launch of his first book presented the opportunity for Sabirul
to become a motivational speaker, sharing his message at 379 events in nine
months and selling over 42,500 copies of his book.
Sabirul not only wants to inspire young people, but to educate them about the
world of entrepreneurship and taking risks. This motivated him at the age of
18, to invest £20,000 of his own money into developing and launching his own
business board game called “Teen-Trepreneur.” The game itself has sold in 14
countries worldwide and is now used as part of the BTEC Business
Qualification in over 400 schools across the UK. Launched alongside the board
game was Sabirul’s second book, “The World at Your Feet: Three strikes to a
Successful Entrepreneurial Life”. Sabirul set up his second business named
after his book ‘The World at Your Feet’ with a vision to develop an empire
that aims to inspire, educate and provide ordinary young people the
opportunity to become extraordinary entrepreneurs. All of which is achieved
by many small enterprises and programs that deliver inspiration, empowerment
and entrepreneurial initiatives.
Sabirul Islam, an ordinary East London Youth who is still only 20, is rapidly
developing an empire that inspires, educates and provides the opportunity for
an ordinary individual to become an “extraordinary entrepreneur.”
Sabirul has also launched his speaking platform called ‘Teen-Speakers’ which
has on board 25 UK and 25 International Speakers. With the vision to bring
together the ‘World Best’ young influential speakers aged 16-25, all on to a
single platform to inspire and empower a global audience.

Specialties: Inspiring and nurturing young people
to become successful entrepreneurs, Motivational
Speaking.
“Entrepreneurship - Self Publishing &
Youth Inspiration”
Sabirul’s belief in the three key elements that open a
person’s door to success, is a powerful message which he
illustrates, involving, ‘Inspiration – Knowledge –
Opportunity.’ Sabirul explains how he turned his life
around from being a victim of negative behavior to a
positive role model for those wanting to change. This
involves a follow up with Sabirul’s book:
” The World At Your Feet - Three Strikes to a Successful
Entrepreneurial Life”, which guides the audience to take
simple steps forward and break the shell that has been
stopping them from obtaining success. Sabirul’s creation
of the “Teen-Trepreneur” Board Game provides a fun
and easy way of understanding the business world, which
is a part of the follow up after his talk, giving the
audience practical ways to achieve the three key
elements.
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Testimonial:

“ I have watched Sabirul in action a number of times
both in front of large audiences, and behind the scenes.
The guy has real charisma and power - although he may
appear to be the quiet, retiring type, people naturally
gravitate towards him. The work I have seen Sabirul do
with Teenagers is testament to this charm. They loved
him! They found him massively inspirational, and even
the ones that weren't interested in the entrepreneurial life
took plenty from their time with Sabirul.
I would wholeheartedly recommend Sabirul Islam for any
speaking engagement where quiet, non-hyped motivation
is required. I would also suggest reading his book.”
Richard Farnhill, Managing Director,
MR Domestic Ltd
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